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AN INTERNATIONAL EXPO ON

DRONES
ANTI DRONES
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UNMANNED SYSTEMS (LAND & WATER)
GEOSPATIAL
AIR TAXI
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
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**About Expo**

**Drone International Expo** is India’s premium expo for Drones Unmanned Systems (Land and Water), Counter Drones, LiDAR Geospatial, Artificial Intelligence and Air Taxi. The application of drones are already proven in the field of Border Surveillance, Rescue Disaster Management, Covid Management etc. The drone services industry operations logistics data processing traffic management etc. is far bigger in scale and it will outshine the other related sectors very soon. The expo is aimed to provide a platform for the manufacturers, service providers, autonomous product component manufacturers etc to display the latest products and technology in front of end users.
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EXHIBIT PROFILE


VISIT OR PROFILE


www.droneinternationalexpo.com
NEXGEN EXHIBITIONS PVT. LTD.

1206/1201, Pragati Tower 26, Rajendra Place
New Delhi 110008, INDIA
Tel: +91-11-41536990 Fax: +91-11-45636990

FOR BOOKINGS, PLEASE CONTACT:

Mr. Subhash Bhatt
Mob/Whatsapp: +91-7533018444
Email: info@droneinternationalexpo.com / subhash@nexgenexhibitions.com